
The English dictionary states ‘unique’ as ‘being the only one of its kind; unlike anything else, unusual, 

or special in some way’.   

Today we all pine for that latest gadget, the fastest car, the biggest house, but, we all crave that 

unique asset that separates us from everyone else. 

Visanté garden television is the World’s first fully outdoor television that is both technically brilliant 

and magnificently presented. We have developed a very unique product that both excites and 

entertains, a product that takes your television out of the confines of your house and into your 

garden. 

Styled to be impressive, even when it’s not being a television, Visanté can be finished in a range of 

colours and materials to fit your own style. 

 

Today’s television cannot be used outdoors – it is neither bright enough nor weatherproof.  The 

launch of the Pye Visanté changes television viewing habits and compliments the outdoor lifestyle, 

which so many people are now embracing. 

Advances in technology mean that the same LED technology used for outdoor video screens at 

prestige sports stadia and entertainment venues can now be used at home.    ‘Visanté’ utilises the 

best SMD LEDs available on the market to ensure absolute colour uniformity alongside outstanding 

efficiency.    SMD (Surface Mount Device) is a small chip that contains the red, green and blue LEDs 

which are capable of producing a mind blowing 35 TRILLION colours. 

The weatherproof outdoor properties have long been proven and, vitally, the screen brightness is 

exactly the same as professional screens used at concerts and outdoor venues. 

 

Making an Impact- The Visanté television captivates its audience with its show stopping appearance, 

boundless entertainment options and excellent picture quality.   As host you direct the performance 

from a tablet remote. Composing sound, seamlessly surfing the net, plug & play your gaming console 

or show casing the latest movie- a memorable experience is certain. 

The screen is 3.1 metres wide by 1.9 metres high and presented in a bespoke contemporary design.  

We worked hard to create something that is both technically and aesthetically pleasing,  but with 

years of development and dedication to bring you the best technology there is, we wanted to leave 

the pleasurable part to you!-   we have a wide range of materials and finishes for you to select from 

to further enhance your landscaped garden. Whether its carbon fibre, wood, mirrored aluminium or 

even brightly coloured resin, you are sure to make an impact! 

Each visanté is unique, reflecting your own individual taste and requirements, and the accompanying 

audio system is no less so.  From the outset we establish the location of the ‘listening zone’ and 

design the audio solution to fit. 

Ambex video lighting adds an additional dynamic quality to night time viewing. Tiny lights hidden in 

the bodywork react in time to the video creating a dynamic light show to accompany the video. 

 

As well as impact, the television has unique and innovative features which allows you to operate the 

screen in stealth mode- the rear facing camera simply shows your garden view behind it.   



Every product comes with an ‘art channel’ membership allowing contemporary art and sculptures to 

be shown on the screen when not in use.    

 

All of our development work has been driven by a single purpose: to create a stunning addition to 

your home that is both beautiful and a spellbinding enhancement to your family and alfresco social 

life. 

Every home owner wants to enhance the charm of their home and garden, and the next time you 

want to host a family and friends garden party to enjoy the football, motor racing or a concert, you 

have the perfect gadget and can easily do so using the Pye Visanté television.  

 

 

 


